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Abstract:
The physical contact or the daily body interaction with people by shaking hands, using electronic
and payment cards or touching objects such as devices, pens, access cards and gates, all these
habits increase the proportion of spreading microbes, viruses and spread diseases among the people
all over the world. This project illustrates how body contact can lead to a global disaster by
spreading dangerous diseases and deadly viruses among people because of their daily dealings and
routine. Analytical techniques were used to explore the relevant data and visualize how body
contact increases the infection of a disease to become a pandemic, moreover, how entities lose
data and waste important information of their daily consumers without getting any benefit in their
business development and marketing.
This project has gone further by conducting exploratory analysis on three datasets about Covid19,
risk level, and wasting data. Specifying the feature columns was the first step, then cleaning them
through handling the missing value and replacing the null values. Understanding all three datasets
through visualizing them and exact the knowledge and observations to build the insights. The
visualization demonstrated how the new cases of Covid19 were increased, the effectiveness of the
metrics applied by the governments presented by the level of the stringency in the first dataset. In
addition, the project focused on the United Arab Emirates and its role in tackling the pandemic
compared with the other GCC countries. Moreover, Using the machine learning algorithms to build
a smart solution depending on the second dataset, testing more than one algorithm and compared
among them using the Cross-Validation method and chose the best.
The more interesting solution in this project was through building another smart solution
depending on the result of the Data Importance survey in the third dataset. This solution will
eliminate wasting data and increase the ability to use collected data in developing the entity
business and transform them into data-driven entities. As a result of this project, the unified
contactless App will work to reduce the direct body contact and mitigating the use of the access
cards and tactile devices available at the gates of public and private entities. In return, using this
smart solution will reduce the infection of any pandemics and will generate a huge amount of data
about users that will help in conducting business analysis to improve the quality of the services
and increase the satisfaction and happiness indicators, develop the procedures of prevention and
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protection, raise the level of security in the society by monitoring and tracing any illegal habits
and behaves.
Keywords: NFC, machine learning, contactless, real-time analysis, healthcare
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Chapter One – The Problem and The Goal

1.1 Background:
At the end of November 2019, China announced the first case of Covid19, one of the diseases that
attack the repository system, called Coronavirus. At that time, the nations and governments were
carefully tracking the evolution of the disease. In the following month, China shocked the world
by announcing that it became a pandemic. Moreover, the departure of several passengers from
China made the situation worse. The fall of Italy was fast and other countries followed. The World
Health Organization declared that the infection spread between people through their direct contact
and by air with a distance of two meters. Upon that, governments announced several measures and
social restrictions, for instance, lockdown and social distance to prevent infection transmission.
The Arab world and the GCC countries were not better than the other countries, they encountered
the disaster with very urgent measures to save their countries from that pandemic.
Therefore, Coronavirus (Covid19) is the best example of the problem that should be solved in this
project. Currently, the whole world is suffering from the second wave of pandemic. The infection
starts over among people because of the physical and the direct body contact with each other, and
because of using objects and devices. Despite the tremendous efforts of the government, healthcare
sectors, authorities, and international associations all over the world, the number of infected cases
with this pandemic is madly increasing every day. Direct contact among people by using their
hands to shake each other, using electronic and payment cards, touching objects such as devices,
pens, access cards, and gates are some of the most habits that support the spread of any disease in
the world. Therefore, the governments spend a huge amount of their capital to provide the right
medication for each patient.
As a result of stopping epidemics in the world, governments are seeking to put in place preventive
and precautionary measures to reduce the spread of viruses and microbes, and diseases by
preventing direct contact between people or rapprochement between them.
Collecting data about the daily journey of the people is not easy or available in most cases and that
is another example and the reason is, many entities still using a traditional method to prove the
1

presence of the people through using visitor logbook, taking attendance by using biometric systems
or electronic access cards, hence, these habits encourage the direct and body contact which lead
strongly to support lack of data that could prevent the entities form improving their services and
developing new innovative solutions to maintain the sustainability of their business. Also, lack of
data could mitigate providing the society with safety and security against any irresponsible
behavior because of unpleasant individual actions.
1.2 Statement of Problem:
Despite the development of the technologies and is living in the era of artificial intelligence and
green energy as a reflection of human development in these fields within the last decade, people
still practice bad behaviors and habits to achieve daily commitments in many industries and
business sectors. Many public and private entities still using the traditional methods that could
increase the potential of spreading the epidemics, viruses, microbes, and deadly diseases through
using manual methods such as dealing with payment cards, access cards, gates devices, and using
public stuff among its customers who come to apply for the services or what they come for,
additionally, these traditional practices lead to losing a huge amount of uncollected data every day.
Therefore, this project going to build smart solutions to eliminate the traditional practices and
reduce body contact to support the global trend toward maintaining health and protecting humanity
from pandemics and diseases and the utilization of the wasted data to support business
development.
1.3 Project Goals:
This project aims to analyze one of the important datasets in the world at this moment, which
contains daily updated information about pandemic for each country. Also, it will analyze two
other datasets, the second was collected from Danat Al Emarat Hospital for women and children
contain very important data about the risk level for everyone from the medical staff faced with any
covid19 positive patient inside the hospital. The third one was collected from a survey was
conducted about the importance of data inside any entities and how they handle this data to support
the direction of the governments and entities through providing a high level of technology by
building a unified contactless mobile App integrated with Near Field Communication NFC) which
will reduce the body and direct contact between people and their usage of the traditional tactile
methods during their daily and duty commitments. Moreover, using the machine learning
2

algorithm to build an expectation model that will work to predict the potential risk level for the
medical staff because of their direct contact with Covid19 positive patients.
1.4 Aims and Objectives:
The two expected smart solutions will support the vision of most of the governments, the mobile
app will work to eliminate the use the traditional tactile devices, by replacing the usage of
electronic access cards that are used to open gates and using biometric devices to take the
attendance by using one, with unified mobile app provides users the ability to interact with entities
and services within one interface using the NFC concept. The mobile app and the NFC tags will
collect the personal information of the users, then the operation center in the cloud service will
analyze them to support the growth of the entities, increase customer satisfaction, enhance the
business workflow and develop the services. Besides, provide the users the ability to interact with
entities through this mobile app and trace their activities and express their satisfaction impression.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) will be used through one of its subsets Near Field
Communication (NFC) to compete with other contactless services in the world.
1.5 Methodology:
Achieving the objectives of this project will require conducting Exploratory data analysis (EDA)
and do visualization to find the trends, patterns, and insights. First, it will need to collect the
relevant data that will help to experiment with the hypotheses and extract the facts that will help
to support the objectives in this project. Second, Python programming language will be used to do
data exploratory, where it will identify the data attributes as a discrete or continuous column,
finding the missing value, noisy data, duplicated and outliers.
Third, the project will explore the knowledge and the insight of the dataset using Python and
Tableau to interpret these huge datasets and find the weaknesses and strengths to support the
expectations and build the right solutions. Fourth, Jupyter Notebooks, integrated into the Anaconda
platform, will be used to build a machine learning algorithm to create a prediction model that will
help to predict the potential risk level of wearing protection by the medical staff during their direct
contact with positive Covid19 patients.
Finally, the result of this project will create a new innovative solution, which is a unified mobile
app, integrated with the NFC technology to decrease the usage of the tactile devices and reduce
the body contact or the direct contact between people, devices, and objects. Moreover, this step
3

will include also building the Data Flow Diagram (DFD) and the infrastructure of the solution
supporting using a cloud computing service with an illustration of selecting the best cloud
computing service depending on prices, availability, and scalability.

1.6 Limitation of the study:
As with any machine learning solution, finding the best model is not the only concern it should be
cared about, but there are many other things to be worried about. First, the number and the size of
records in the dataset could affect the result of the model and this effect could lead to tune the
model extremely which will cause eventually overfitting. Second, the fewer features in the dataset
could confuse the model in predicting the wrong value in a classification problem more than the
regression problem.
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Chapter Two – Literature Review

Using contactless solutions has become more popular in this decade as many companies all around
the world using this technology to facilitate their business. The contactless method relies on a
technology called Near Field Communication (NFC) (Triggs, 2019), it is a subset of the Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. The NFC technology is used as a solution to
communicate between two devices to perform many services such as transferring data,
authentication, and payment solutions within the maximum range up to 10 cm of distance
(Madlmayr, Kantner, & Grechenig, 2014).
In 2006 Nokia, a telecommunication company, was the first to build a mobile phone “Nokia 6131”
model (Nokia, 2007) that supported the NFC technology for payment and ticketing purposes.
Nokia 6131 was supporting offline payment and required a password to finish the transaction (Van
Damme, Wouters, Karahan, & Preneel, 2009).
From that time new releases of mobile devices were implemented with NFC technology. in 2010,
again Nokia built the first smartphone “Nokia C7” with NFC (Hindy, 2009). Embedding the NFC
technology in those mobile devices enabled many contactless features such as reduce the direct
contact between people and allow users to store and access business cards by mobile phone, share
information, access events and make purchasing over the mobile an NFC enabled business card,
menu board or adverting display (Kent German, 2007).
In 2009, the corporation between Google and Samsung allowed to support Android, is a mobile
operating system, and mobile smart devices built by Samsung to share the data through NFC as a
contactless Beaming service between mobile devices (Cervantes, 2019) to complete the Bluetooth
technology.
The development of smart mobile devices and NFC technology create a new online payment
environment, NFC tags and reader devices, which allowed the people and giant companies to get
into the race to build innovative contactless solutions that were supported by NFC technology.
Currently, the top five payment apps that use NFC are Apple Pay, Android Pay, Samsung Pay,
Visa PayWave and MasterCard PayPass. Moreover, NFC now supports the users by using their
5

smart devices to interact with the events, places through getting and sharing information thousands
of apps, we saw the usage of NFC technology in Expo and how it helped the visitors to share
information and how that affected on their positively on their satisfaction (Han, Park, Chung, &
Lee, 2016).
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Chapter Three - Project Description
This project will go through conducting Exploratory data analysis (EDA) and do visualization to
understand the three datasets, find the trends, patterns, and insights. In this part, the three collected
datasets will be cleaned, visualized, then will be tested by machine learning algorithms to build a
new smart solution depending on the observation and the outcome.

3.1 Data Collection:
Collecting the dataset was not an easy step as some people think, it needs to search in many open
data websites and sources to find the relevant dataset that fits the needs of this project.
The first dataset was collected from a trusted website, the second dataset was collected locally
from a trusted healthcare entity, and the last one by conducting a survey about the data importance
and current situation of the entities and how they handle their data.

3.2 Coronavirus Epidemic (Covid19) Dataset:
This dataset is one the most interesting and daily updated dataset about Coronavirus Pandemic
(Covid19) infection accounted all over the world, it consists of the number of new cases, the total
cases, deaths and country information and the prevention procedure in each country if any. The
dataset is updated to October 15, 2020 (“Coronavirus Pandemic (COVID-19) - Statistics and
Research - Our World in Data,” n.d.).

3.2.1 Dataset Attributes:
The Coronavirus Pandemic (Covid19) dataset consists of 41 columns and 55261 rows, it has
different column types, some of the columns consist of string and some have numeric values,
others either have categorical values or and continuous. The dataset has a missing value, especially
for the first period of the pandemic while many countries still did not account for the real number
of the new positive cases. The following table describes each column.
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Table 1: Data Dictionary for the Coronavirus (Covid19):

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

1.

iso_code

Country code

String

2.

continent

Continent of the geographical location

String

3.

location

Country name

String

4.

date

Date of observation.

Date

5.

total_cases

Total confirmed cases.

Numeric

6.

new_cases

New confirmed cases in that date.

Numeric

7.

new_cases_smoothed

New confirmed cases. (7-day smoothed)

Numeric

8.

total_deaths

Total deaths from the beginning of the pandemic.

Numeric

9.

new_deaths

New deaths in that date.

Numeric

10. new_deaths_smoothed

New deaths attributed (7-day smoothed)

Numeric

11. total_cases_per_million

Total confirmed cases per 1,000,000 people

Numeric

12. new_cases_per_million

New confirmed cases per 1,000,000 people

Numeric

13. new_cases_smoothed_per_million

New confirmed (7-day smoothed) per 1,000,000 people

Numeric

14. total_deaths_per_million

Total deaths attributed per 1,000,000 people

Numeric

15. new_deaths_per_million

New deaths attributed 1,000,000 people

Numeric

16. new_deaths_smoothed_per_million New deaths (7-day smoothed) per 1,000,000 people

Numeric

17. new_tests

Total tests

Numeric

18. total_tests

New tests

Numeric

19. total_tests_per_thousand

New tests (7-day smoothed). For countries that don't report
testing data on a daily basis.

Numeric

20. new_tests_per_thousand

Total tests per 1,000 people

Numeric

21. new_tests_smoothed

New tests per 1,000 people

Numeric

22. new_tests_smoothed_per_thousand New tests (7-day smoothed) per 1,000 people
23. tests_per_case
24. positive_rate
25. tests_units
26. stringency_index

Tests conducted per new confirmed given as a rolling 7day average (this is the inverse of positive_rate)
The share tests that are positive, given as a rolling 7-day
average (this is the inverse of tests_per_case)
Units used by the location to report its testing data
Government Response Stringency Index: composite
measure based on 9 response indicators including school
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Numeric
Numeric

Numeric
Sting
Numeric

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

closures, workplace closures, and travel bans, rescaled to
a value from 0 to 100 (100 = strictest response)

27. population
28. population_density
29. median_age
30. aged_65_older
31. aged_70_older
32. gdp_per_capita
33. extreme_poverty
34. cardiovasc_death_rate
35. diabetes_prevalence

Country population in 2020
Number of people divided by land area, measured in
square kilometers.
Median age of the population, UN projection for 2020
Share of the population that is 65 years and older, most
recent year available
Share of the population that is 70 years and older in 2015
Gross domestic product at purchasing power parity
(constant 2011 international dollars).
Share of the population living in extreme poverty, most
recent year available since 2010
Death rate from cardiovascular disease in 2017 (annual
number of deaths per 100,000 people)
Diabetes prevalence (% of population aged 20 to 79) in
2017

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

36. female_smokers

Share of women who smoke, most recent year available

Numeric

37. male_smokers

Share of men who smoke, most recent year available

Numeric

38. handwashing_facilities
39. hospital_beds_per_thousand
40. life_expectancy

Share of the population with basic handwashing facilities
on premises, most recent year available
Hospital beds per 1,000 people, most recent year available
since 2010
Life expectancy at birth in 2019

Numeric

Numeric
Numeric

Summary measure of average achievement in key

41. human_development_index

dimensions of human development: a long and healthy
life, being knowledgeable and have a decent standard of
living

9

Numeric

3.3 Danat Al Emarat Hospital Dataset:
This dataset was provided by a local hospital in Abu Dhabi called Danat Al Emarat Hospital for
Women & Children (“Who We are - Danat Al Emarat Hospital for Women & Children,” n.d.). It
shows the risk level that nurses expose to, due to direct contact with patients who have confirmed
Covid19 infection or have high disease symptoms. The risk level was measured from the protection
procedures were taken by the nurse before contact with the patient such as, if she was wearing a
mask, gloves, eye mask and other stuff.

3.3.1 Dataset Attributes:
The dataset consists of 26 columns and 403 rows, there are 25 feature columns (input) and one
class column (Label). The class column is categorical with four values about the risk level, the
other featured columns mostly are categorical values with a Boolean ( yes or no). The following
figure shows the shape of the dataset.

Figure 1: The shape of the dataset for Danat Al Emarat Hospital

3.3.2 Input attributes:
There are 25 input columns and the following describes the meaning of each attribute in the table.
Table 2: Data Dictionary of Danat Al Emarat Hospital:(Input)

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

1.

MRN

Patient file number.

Numeric

2.

Chief_complaint

Shows the disease symptoms.

String

3.

Wearing_mask

Shows if the patient was wearing a mask or not.

Category

10

shows the level of risk of transmitting the disease by

4.

Transmit_infection_level

5.

Exposure_date

The date when the nurse contact directly with the patient

Date

6.

Employee_id

The employee number of the nurses.

Numeric

7.

Position

The position of the nurse.

String

8.

Department

The department where the nurse works.

String

9.

Birthday

The date of nurse’s birthday.

Date

10.

Covid_Contact

11.

Surgical_mask_Staff

Shows if the nurse was wearing a surgical mask or not.

Category

12.

N95

Shows if the nurse was wearing a N95 mask or not.

Category

13.

Gown

Shows if the nurse was wearing a gown or not

Category

14.

Gloves

Shows if the nurse was wearing a glove or not

Category

15.

Eye_Protection

Shows if the nurse was put an eye protection or not

Category

16.

Time_Min

The period in minutes nurses stay with patients.

Numeric

17.

distance_meter

The distance between the nurses and the patients.

Numeric

18.

smoking

Shows if the nurse is smoker or not.

Category

19.

CVD

Shows if the nurse has a Cardiovascular disease or not.

Category

20.

Diabetes

Shows if the nurse has a diabetes or not.

Category

21.

hypertension

Shows if the nurse has a hypertension disease or not.

Category

22.

long_term_steriod_therapy

23.

pulmonary _disease

Shows if the nurse has a pulmonary disease or not.

Category

24.

other_chronic

Shows if the nurse has any other chronic disease or not.

Category

25.

tested_Covid

Shows if the nurse has made Covid19 test or not.

Category

patients

Shows if the staff were contact directly with the patient
or not.

Shows if the nurse has a long term steroid therapy
disease or not.

Category

Category

Category

3.3.3 Output Attributes:
This table shows the class column (output) and describes the meaning of the output and how it
should look like.
Table 3: Data Dictionary of Danat Al Emarat Hospital:(Output)

No
1.

Attribute Name
risk_level

Description
Shows the risk level (No risk, Low, Med and High)

11

Type
Category

3.4 Data Importance Survey Dataset:
This dataset will help to understand how the entities handle the collected information from staff
and its consumers, and what is the possibility of losing this data due to using inappropriate methods
in collecting and handling this data. Therefore, A survey was conducted to understand the impact
of direct communication with people and stuff. This dataset was generated from the questionnaires
about how the entities interact in collecting data, what kind of procedures and tools are used and
how these data are processed inside the entities to find out if there are benefits from using these
data in business development and marketing. The survey consists of 13 questions that measure
the direct contact ratio and the data quality in terms of collecting, processing, and outcomes.

3.4.1 Dataset Attributes:
The dataset consists of 14 columns and 162 rows which reflect the answers to the 13 questions.
The column types are either date for categorical values. The following table shows the attributes
of the dataset and the questions related to each attribute.
Table 4: The dataset of Data Importance Survey:

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

1.

Timestamp

Date and time of starting the survey.

Numeric

2.

1_Entity_Field

The field of the entity.

String

3.

2_entity_Country

Where this entity is located.

Category

4.

3Entity_Sector

Is the entity a public or a private sector?

Category

5.

4_entity_size

The size of the employee.

Date

6.

5_monthly_visitors_size

The estimated number of visitors by month.

Numeric

7.

6_staff_attendance

How the entity collects the employee’s attendance.

String

8.

7_Log_book

How does the entity log the visitor's visits?

String

9.

8_logbook_usage

What does the entity do with the visits sheet?

Date

10.

9_logbook_destroy

When does the entity destroy the visits logbook?

Category

11.

10_logbook_link_inquiries

12.

11_logbook_target_camp

Does the entity link the visitor's inquiries to his
information in the logbook?
Does the entity use the logbook information in its
promotion?
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Category

Category

No

Attribute Name

13.

12_spread_infection

14.

13_manual_collection

Description
Using paper, pens, thumbs and buttons (Biometric
access) are potential reason in spreading the diseases.
Does the manual collection of data will help in
developing the entity?

13

Type
Category

Category

Chapter Four - Project Analysis

4.1 Data Preprocessing:
In this section, many techniques will be applied to clean the three datasets by using Python
programing language version (3.7) (“Welcome to Python.org,” n.d.), and Jupyter notebook version
(6.0.3) (“Project Jupyter | Home,” n.d.), and both of them built in Anaconda platform version (10.1)
(“Anaconda | The World’s Most Popular Data Science Platform,” n.d.)

4.2 Dimension reduction:
Dimension reduction is a very important step to reduce the number of columns by dropping the
unnecessary ones in each dataset and keeping the most featured columns that will help to extract
the knowledge and the more important insights to answer the raised questions. The following tables
show the featured columns in each dataset.

4.2.1 Coronavirus Pandemic (Covid19) featured columns:
The dataset Covid19 was reduced from 41 columns to 10 featured columns, since it is very
important to understand the relation between the number of the new cases and the stringency index,
the following related columns where selected.

Table 5: Reducing the number of columns for the Coronavirus pandemic (Covid19):

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

1.

iso_code

Country code

String

2.

continent

Continent of the geographical location

String

3.

location

Country name

String

4.

date

Date of observation.

Date

5.

total_cases

Total confirmed cases.

Numeric

6.

new_cases

New confirmed cases in that date.

Numeric
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No
7.

Attribute Name
total_deaths

Description

Type

Total deaths from the beginning of the pandemic.
Government Response Stringency Index: composite measure

8.

stringency_index

based on 9 response indicators including school closures,
workplace closures, and travel bans, rescaled to a value from 0 to

Numeric

100 (100 = strictest response)

9.

population

10. population_density

Country population in 2020
Number of people divided by land area, measured in square
kilometers.

Numeric
Numeric

Summary measure of average achievement in key dimensions of

11. human_development_index human development: a long and healthy life, being knowledgeable Numeric
and have a decent standard of living

Besides reducing the number of columns, the column (location) was renamed to (Country), which
will help in creating more interactive charts using the geographical map options while using
Tableau software, since Tableau can recognize the name of the columns and the expected values
of these columns and automatically will create relevant plotting options with the dataset.

Figure 2: Rename (location) column to (Country)
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Figure 3: The first 15 records of Coronavirus Pandemic (Covid19) dataset.

4.2.2 Danat Al Emarat Hospital dataset:
The featured columns were reduced from 25 to 19, and only the most important columns that will
help to understand and build a machine learning algorithm remained. The output column (label)
remained there without any change.

Featured attributes:
The following table shows the featured columns were selected with their description.

Table 6: Reducing the number of columns for Danat Al Emarat Hospital dataset (Input)

No

Attribute Name

1.

Wearing_mask

2.

Transmit_infection_level

3.

Department

4.

Covid_Contact

Description
Shows if the patient was wearing a mask or not.
shows the level of risk of transmitting the disease by
patients
The department where the nurse works.
Shows if the staff were contact directly with the patient
or not.
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Type
Category
Category
String
Category

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

5.

Surgical_mask_Staff

Shows if the nurse was wearing a surgical mask or not.

Category

6.

N95

Shows if the nurse was wearing a N95 mask or not.

Category

7.

Gown

Shows if the nurse was wearing a gown or not

Category

8.

Gloves

Shows if the nurse was wearing a glove or not

Category

9.

Eye_Protection

Shows if the nurse was put an eye protection or not

Category

10.

Time_Min

The period in minutes nurses stay with patients.

Numeric

11.

distance_meter

The distance between the nurses and the patients.

Numeric

12.

smoking

Shows if the nurse is smoker or not.

Category

13.

CVD

Shows if the nurse has a Cardiovascular disease or not.

Category

14.

Diabetes

Shows if the nurse has a diabetes or not.

Category

15.

hypertension

Shows if the nurse has a hypertension disease or not.

Category

16.

long_term_steriod_therapy

17.

pulmonary _disease

Shows if the nurse has a pulmonary disease or not.

Category

18.

other_chronic

Shows if the nurse has any other chronic disease or not.

Category

19.

tested_Covid

Shows if the nurse has made Covid19 test or not.

Category

Shows if the nurse has a long term steroid therapy
disease or not.

Category

Class (Label) Attribute:
There is no change in the output column. The column and its contents remain the same.
Table 7: Reducing the number of columns for Danat Al Emarat Hospital dataset (Output):

No
2.

Attribute Name
risk_level

Description
Shows the risk level (No risk, Low, Med and High)

Type
Category

The following figure shows the first 15 rows of the dataset after applying the dimension reduction
technique.
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Figure 4: The first 15 records of the Danat Al Emarat Hospital dataset.

4.2.3 Data Importance Survey Dataset:
Only one column was removed, which is about the time of filling this survey, so the dataset was
reduced from 14 columns to 13 featured columns.
Table 8 : Reducing the number of columns for the Data importance survey dataset:

No

Attribute Name

Description

Type

1.

1_Entity_Field

The field of the entity.

String

2.

2_entity_Country

Where this entity is located.

Category

3.

3Entity_Sector

Is the entity a public or a private sector?

Category

4.

4_entity_size

The size of the employee.

Date

5.

5_monthly_visitors_size

The estimated number of visitors by month.

Numeric

6.

6_staff_attendance

How the entity collects the employee’s attendance.

String

7.

7_Log_book

How does the entity log the visitor's visits?

String

8.

8_logbook_usage

What does the entity do with the visits sheet?

Date

9.

9_logbook_destroy

When does the entity destroy the visits logbook?

Category

10.

10_logbook_link_inquiries

11.

11_logbook_target_camp

Does the entity link the visitor's inquiries to his
information in the logbook?
Does the entity use the logbook information in its
promotion?
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Category

Category

No

Attribute Name

12.

12_spread_infection

13.

13_manual_collection

Description
Using paper, pens, thumbs and buttons (Biometric
access) are potential reason in spreading the diseases.
Does the manual collection of data will help in
developing the entity?

Type
Category

Category

The following figure shows the first 10 rows of the dataset after being reduced to 13 featured
columns.

Figure 5: The first 10 records of the Data Importance survey dataset.

4.3 Cleaning Datasets:
Cleaning the dataset is one of the core steps that should be gone through to remove any unwanted
data or noisy data such as missing value, duplicates, outliers, etc., Each dataset contains comes
withs bugs, the missing value could affect the statistical results and the accuracy of any model and
it should be removed or filled using statistical methods like fill the mean of the column, use the
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maiden or any another method. Whereas the duplicate values will fake the result as it is repeating
the same values, and the outliers values will come out with incorrect numbers more or less than
the actual ones.
After reducing the number of columns and only the featured columns remained, the project went
through each dataset to find any missing values, duplicates or outliers and tackle each one suing
statistical or data analytics tools.

4.3.1 Coronavirus Pandemic (Covid19) :
In this dataset, missing values were found in six featured columns, most of the missing values in
these columns are related to the first days of the pandemic while the world was still in shock and
there were no real figures and pieces of evidence about the pandemic records yet.
Table 9: Missing values in the Coronavirus (Covid19) dataset.

No

Column Name

Missing values

1.

iso_code

0

2.

continent

0

3.

location

0

4.

date

0

5.

total_cases

636

6.

new_cases

636

7.

New__deaths

636

8.

stringency_index

8021

9.

population

0

10.

population_density

2305

11.

human_development_index

6479
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Figure 6: Using Python to get the missing value of Coronavirus (covid19)

As an action to tackle the missing values, the command dropna in Pandas library in Python was
used to drop all the missing values in columns (total_cases, new_cases and new_deaths). Then all
the other missing values in stringency_index, Population_density and human_development_index
was replaced with zero value, It was not possible to use the forward (ffill) or the backward (bfill)
commands to fill the missing values for each country, because there is not any single value can be
used to fill the missing values.

Figure 7: Tackle the missing value for Coronavirus (covid19)
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The figure above shows the shape of featured columns in the covid19 dataset after they were
removed and replacing the missing values in the stringency index column with Zero value.

4.3.2 Danat Al Emarat Hospital:
When the dataset was checked for the missing values, duplicates and outliers values, only 4
missing values were found in one single column called Department column. These missing values
will be filled with one of the department names that already existed in the column.
Table 10: The missing values in the Danat Al Emarat Hospital dataset.

No

Column Name

Missing values

1.

Wearing_mask

0

2.

Transmit_infection_level

0

3.

Department

4

4.

Covid_Contact

0

5.

Surgical_mask_Staff

0

6.

N95

0

7.

Gown

0

8.

Gloves

0

9.

Eye_Protection

0

10.

Time_Min

0

11.

distance_meter

0

12.

smoking

0

13.

CVD

0

14.

Diabetes

0

15.

hypertension

0

16.

long_term_steriod_therapy

0

17.

pulmonary _disease

0

18.

other_chronic

0

19.

tested_Covid

0

20.

risk_level

0
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Figure 8: Using code to show the missing value of the Danat Al Emarat Hospital dataset.

Since having only four records as missing values, they were filled with value (Other), instead of
dropping them from the dataset. While ‘Other’ involves all the unnamed departments.

Figure 9: Replacing the missing values with (Other) in the Danat AL Emarat Hospital dataset

The above figure shows the final shape of the featured column after it was cleaned from any
missing values and replaced with “Other”.
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4.3.3 Data Importance Survey:
This dataset does not have any noisy data, missing values or any other related data, the survey was
set to fill all the cells as mandatory or required. Additionally, the answers were multiple choice
and considered as a categorical group. Therefore, there were not any missing values at all.
Table 11: The misssing values in the Data Imporance Survey dataset.

No

Column Name

Missing values

1.

1_Entity_Field

0

2.

2_entity_Country

0

3.

3Entity_Sector

0

4.

4_entity_size

0

5.

5_monthly_visitors_size

0

6.

6_staff_attendance

0

7.

7_Log_book

0

8.

8_logbook_usage

0

9.

9_logbook_destroy

0

10.

10_logbook_link_inquiries

0

11.

11_logbook_target_camp

0

12.

12_spread_infection

0

13.

13_manual_collection

0

4.4 Data Visualization and insights:
This section will visualize the three datasets to find patterns, knowledge and insights that will help
to understand the correlation between the columns and track the sequence of the pandemic
progress, Also, it will extract the observation from the second dataset to decide the risk level
conditions faced by the medical staff, Finally, getting the insights from the third dataset to
understand how wasting a valuable data could miss the opportunity for the entities to get all the
benefits from this data and use it to develop their business and enhance their services.
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4.4.1 Coronavirus Epidemic (Covid19) Dataset:
From the time of announcing the first covid19 case in November 2019 in China and till the date
of collecting this dataset on November 10, 2020, the total number of the cases accounted for
50,992,882 and the number of deaths was 1,263,920 in the world. Asia came to the top with
14,564,985, then followed by Europe and North America with many new cases above 12 million
cases for both. Despite Asia has the highest number of new cases, but there are 47 Asian countries
was mentioned in the dataset, so the average of the cases for each country is 309,893 cases, whereas
Europe has 51 countries mentioned in the dataset, but the average is 242,700 cases. There 36
countries mentioned in the dataset as belong to the North American continent, so the average for
each country is 336,645 cases. That means in the average cases, the number of new cases in North
American countries is the highest,
The below figure shows the distribution of the cases among the continents.

Figure 10: The total number of cases and deaths in the world.
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Figure 11: The inflation of the total Covid19 cases per month.

The number of the new cases was increasing gradually, in the first half of the year the increase did
not cross the resistance points of the trend line because the instructions and prevention measures
were taken by the governments all over the world. In the second half of the year, the number of
new cases cross the resistance point of the trend line and break the expectations, especially in
October. There was expected inflation, compared to the month of (July, August and September),
but the number of the new cases for October exceeded expected number due to the reduction of
the stringency measures by the governments, it was expected to be closer to the previous month
with about nine million cases.
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Figure 12: The fluctuation of the new Covid19 cases in each continent.

The above figure shows the infection progress for each continent. Despite the beginning in China,
the chart shows Europe and North America registered the highest number of new cases in April
2020 more than Asia. In June both Asia and North America exceeded one million cases, but
fortunately, could reduce the number of new cases to 452,637 cases. The number of the new cases
for North America fluctuated between July and October, but Asia and Europe moved in an uptrend,
Asia reached its highest in September with 3,536,485 cases, while the new cases in Europe
accounted for 4,724,899 cases in October.
South America was moving in parallel with Asia, but it started curving down in August reaching
2,206,025 new cases and continued in the downtrend till the day of collecting this dataset.
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Figure 13: The countries which scored 100% in Stringency Index.

The figure shows the countries that reach the stringency level of 100%, only 15 countries got the
highest score in the stringency index with 100% at least one time during the first half of the year.
There are seven countries in Asia itself. The figure above shows the average of the stringency
index within all times of the pandemic, and how the index inclined in the rest of the second half
of the year due to reducing the measures, disable the lockdown and reactivate the social life.

Figure 14: The timeline chart for the new cases in Asia
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Asia was the source of the Covid19 and despite China and India have the largest population in the
world, they could control the infection and fight the pandemic, so the other countries in Asia did.
In the first quarter of 2020, Asia was more careful through applying very hard measures that
affected the country’s economy like activating the lockdown and social distance metrics, but in the
second quarter, there was an increase in the number of the new cases. The third quarter was the
worst one for Asia, it reached the highest number of the new cases in September with 3,526,485
cases.

Figure 15: The timeline chart for the new cases in Europe

The beginning of the pandemic was bad in Europe especially in Italy, but immediately Europe
started applying many government measures to reduce the number of new cases from 853,972 in
April to 458,300 in July. From the end of the third quarter, the number of new cases exploded to
reach the highest level in October accounted for 4,734,899 new cases.
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Figure 16: The timeline chart for the new cases in North America

Anyone looks at the above chart, he will notice that North America is completely different from
Asia and Europe, within the whole year the trend of the new cases was fluctuating in each month
but is still in an uptrend. The reason of these fluctuations because the government measures were
not active as the other country, especially in the United States of America due to the riots and US
election campaigns.

Figure 17: The timeline chart for the new cases in South America
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The chart of South America looks the same as Asia, but with a small number of the new cases.
There are 13 counties in the dataset, the highest number of new cases accounted for 2,206,025 in
August with 169,694 cases as average for each country. In October the new cases decreased to
1,615,791 by -27%.

Figure 18: The timeline chart for the new cases in Africa and Oceania

Africa and Oceania were the two least continents affected by the pandemic, the highest total
number of new cases in Africa was 516,291 in July before it starts curving down and decrease the
number of new cases to half.
Oceania’s infection trend is moving in a horizontal line, the highest number of new cases accounted
for 11,296 in August.
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Figure 19: Monthly overview for the new cases in the continents.

The second half of the year was the worst one for all the continents all over the world, especially
in October and the first 10 days of November for Europe and September and October for Asia.
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The Impact of Stringency Index in United Arab Emirates:
UAE is one of the GCC countries, and like the rest of the other countries, it suffered from the
impact of the pandemic, it applied many measures to decrease the number of new cases through
activating the lockdown, social distance and more. This section will focus on the pandemic impact
and progress in UAE compared with the other GCC countries.

Figure 20: Covid19 scenario in GCC countries.

The figure above shows the fluctuation of Covid19 from January to October 2020 and the impact
of the government measures on the new cases. Saudi Arabia lost control over the new cases
specifically from May to August, and Oman lost control in June and July, but Kuwait is moving
in a horizontal line from May to October registering around 20,000 new cases in each month. UAE
was controlling the infection, but it lost control in September and October, it registered the highest
number of new cases accounted for 38418 cases compared with the other GCC countries.
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Figure 21: The new cases and the trend of the pandemic in GCC countries.

The above charts compared the monthly number of deaths and new cases in UAE with the other
GCC countries, moreover, it shows the expected trend for the new deaths depend on the total
number of the new cases in a month. Additionally, the figure shows that UAE has the lowest
number of deaths per month.

Figure 22 The timeline chart for the new cases in United Arab Emirates
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There are many reasons for the fluctuation of Covid19 cases in UAE, till march the number of the
new cases was acceptable compared with the other countries. There was an inflation in the number
of new cases in April and May, in the middle of March UAE started applying new measures, for
instance, health screenings in airports and border crossings, closed the schools, visa restrictions,
partial lockdown and social distance. The efficiency of the government measures appeared in June
through August. The return of the social life, reopening the airports, reopening malls and cinemas
and people allowed to come back to UAE, was a good reason for the increase in the number of
new cases again.

Figure 23: Stringency index in United Arab Emirates.

At the beginning of the year, the stringency index was very low due to the normal situation in
UAE, but starting from March the government started applying new measures to encounter the
pandemic and its impact, therefore, the stringency index average reached 48.52% in that month.
Since there were more new cases in April, the stringency was raised to the highest average
accounted for 87.59, then the index started falling but the monthly number of the new cases also
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fell gradually, and that was due to the social awareness and the media campaigns about the
pandemic. Reopening the airports, malls, cinemas and so on, was a good reason to increase the
number of new cases in September and October to the highest number in UAE and among the
GCC countries.

4.4.2 Danat Al Emarat Hospital Dataset:
This dataset was requested from the hospital to analyze it and understand the relation between
wearing protection stuffs such as masks, gloves and keep distance, and the effectiveness of the
prevention procedures in spreading Covid19 between people. The insights and the observations
can help in building a suitable smart solution using machine learning algorithms or any other tools.

Figure 24: The number of contacts with Covid19 positive patients per department and wards.
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The chart above shows the distribution of the positive covid19 patients among the hospital
department and how many times the medical staff was contacting them directly. The figure shows
that Pediatrics and Urgent Care wards have the greatest number of contacts with 53 and 54
respectively.

Figure 25: The risk level of infection transmission from the patients to the staff.

Besides the distribution of the covid19 positive patients, the above chart shows the number of
patients who can transmit the infection to the others depending on their risk. Most of the patients
in the Pediatrics and Urgent Care wards have a high possibility to infect the surrounded people
accounted for 36 and 33 high-risk level cases respectively. In contrast, the Nursing Administration
has the least number with 2 low cases.
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Figure 26: The total number of Covid19 patients depend on their risk.

There are 145 patients categorized as a high risk, and 69 of them are in two wards (Pediatrics and
Urgent Care) accounted for about 36% of the total number. Whereas there are 50 patients
categorized as a medium risk accounted for about 12%, and 116 cases as low risk with 29% and
the rest number as no risk.

Figure 27: Number of patients depend on wearing mask or not.

The above chart shows the number of staffs who wear the minimum requirements of protection
either mask N95 or surgical mask, whether contact patients or not. There are about 21 staffs who
did not wear masks as they did not contact patients directly, and there are 95 staffs who did not
wear masks during their contact with the patients. The rest number of the staffs either wore an N95
or surgical mask or wore both.
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Figure 28: The risk level depends on distance and the relation between Gloves and Surgical Mask.

The above chart shows how the risk level fluctuates between the number of staffs who wear gloves
and surgical masks relying on the distance with the patients, whether they are wearing masks or
not. Most of the staffs categorized as a high risk not wearing gloves within one meter accounted
for 49, staff who contacted the patients within two meters accounted for 52, while all the staffs
who wear both (gloves and mask) categorized have no risk.

Figure 29: The risk level depends on distance and the relation between Surgical Mask and Eye Protection.
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The above chart compared the staffs who wear surgical masks and Eye Protection relying on the
distance with the patients, whether they are wearing a surgical mask or not. There are 99 staffs
categorized as high risk with no surgical masks and eye protection compared to 40 staff who wear
the surgical mask but no eye protection regardless of the distance. Again, staff who wear both have
no risk.

4.4.3 Data Importance Survey Dataset:
The reason for creating this survey was to understand how risky is to use the tactile devices and
tools according to the potential of infection transmission to the others, moreover, the gained values
from using manual logbooks to collect the personal information from the visitors and why this data
is collected.

Figure 30: The business entities were involved in the survey.

There were 162 entities participating in the survey, the top three entities are Education with about
21 entities, other (undefined) with about 21 entities and the third one is Management accounted
for 17 entities.
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Figure 31: The distribution of the participated entities

This is the distribution of entities between the public and private sectors, There are 83 public
sectors and 80 private sectors, the most public entities are Management, Technology and Other
entities, in contrast, Education, Financial/Banks, Healthcare and Insurance are the majority in the
private entities.

Figure 32: The question of the monthly size of the visitors.
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The survey asked about the size of the visitors for each entity, it categorized the number of visitors
into four levels, there 95 entities have about 1,000 visitors per month, 40 entities have up to 5,000
visitors, and there are 11 entities have up to 10,000 and 16 entities exceed the 10,000 visitors per
month.

Figure 33: The question of taking attendance.

There are three common ways of taking the attendance of the employee in each entity, which are
almost tactile methods. About 51 entities using access cards, 98 entities using biometric access
systems and 13 logbooks (Book/paper and pen).
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Figure 34: The question of logging the visits in public and private sectors

The above figure compared between the public and the private sectors, it found that 76,3% of the
private sectors use the traditional logbook (Paper and pen) for logging the visitors accounted for
61 entities, in contrast, there are about 49% public sectors which accounted for 40, using the same
traditional way. Whereas 15 private entities using E-log (computers) and 33 entities in the public
sectors use the same method.
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Figure 35: The question elaborates how the entities handle the logbooks.

The above pie chart shows that 107entities accounted for about 66% just collecting the visitors’
data only for security reasons, while 22% are analyzing this data for business growth, and 11.7%
do not know why this information is collected.
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Figure 36: The question of when the entities destroy the logbooks.

It found that 26% of the entities destroy the visitors’ logbooks within the first years, and about
41% destroy them after the first year, while only 24% keep the logbooks for more than three years.

Figure 37: The question of linking the visitor’s info to their inquiries.
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This question tried to understand what is the possibility of linking the visitors’ information in the
logbooks with their inquiries they came for. It was found that 89 entities which accounted for 55%
are not linking this information, whereas only 21% link them with the visitors’ information.

Figure 38: The Question of targeting the logbooks information in the entity’s ads campaigns.

When trying to understand how the entities involve the visitors in their ads, it was found about
57% of the entities do not target the visitors’ information in the logbooks in their ads and promotion
campaigns, and only 22% of them do that.

Figure 39: The question of possibility of spreading the diseases from using traditional tools.
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This question asked the participants about the possibility of spreading the diseases through using
the traditional attendance tools such as papers, pens, biometric, access cards and buttons. The
majority of the participants accounted for 80% either agree or strongly agree that these tools can
transmit infection, and only 5% disagree with this possibility.

Figure 40: The question of the possibility using manual collection of data in developing the entity.

This is the last question of the survey, it asked what is the possibility of using data collected
manually in developing the business of any entity and supporting its progress and growth. 77%
either disagree or strongly disagree that it will not, while only 12% agree with the possibility.
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4.5 Results:
In this report, it was used three datasets to understand how society can be saved from diseases and
infections and what impact of using masks and keep the distance among people, moreover, how
the government measures can help in increasing and decreasing the infections and how collecting
data in inappropriately could cause in losing very valuable information. Regarding the government
measures for Covid19 as mentioned (“COVID-19 Government Measures Dataset | ACAPS,” n.d.),
there five measures (Social Distance – Lockdown – Social moving restriction – Healthcare
measures – economic metrics).
In the first dataset, it showed how the government measures helped in increasing the stringency
index in each country, how these metrics such as lockdown, quarantine and keep distance helped
in reducing the number of new Covid19 cases. For instance, UAE data was used to zoom in on the
impact of the pandemic from the beginning to the day of collecting this data on 10th Nov 2020.
There were 4 lockdowns, 34 social moving restrictions, 9 social distance, 17 healthcare measures
and 1 economic metric). The new cases in UAE were controlled from between March to August,
then the number increased dramatically between September and October scoring the highest
number of new cases in last month, as shown in (Figure 20: Covid19 scenario in GCC countries.),
that increase was reasonable because of reducing the stringency index through re-opening the
airports, malls and reactivating the social activities (Figure 23: Stringency index in United Arab
Emirates.).
The second dataset showed how risky is contacting positive covid19 patients with he consideration
of wearing masks, gloves and keeping distance, as shown in (Figure 26: The total number of
Covid19 patients depend on their risk.), moreover, it showed how wearing protection staff such as
masks and gloves with the consideration the distance and help in specifying the risk level, as shown
in (Figure 28: The risk level depends on distance and the relation between Gloves and Surgical
Mask.).
Finally, visualizing the Data Importance survey questions helped to find out how worst is using
traditional and tactile tools could lead to infection transmission, as shown in (Figure 39: The
question of possibility of spreading the diseases from using traditional tools.), whereas using
logbooks could mitigate the opportunities of business success and losing the value of undigitized
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data, as shown in (Figure 40: The question of the possibility using manual collection of data in
developing the entity.).
4.6 Risk prediction model:
Working with these three datasets helped to get more insights and observations about the global
pandemic and what metrics society should follow to reduce the impact, especially with the medical
teams during the direct contact with positive Covid19 patients. Moreover, the dataset of the Data
Importance survey ignited the innovation through finding a smart solution.
Using the Danat Al Emarat hospital dataset will create a prediction model using a machine learning
algorithm and deploy it on the webpage to be a risk prediction page available for all the medical
team who directly contact positive Covid19 patients.

4.6.1 Pre-modeling:
The dataset was already cleaned in an early stage of this report, missing values were replaced and
there are no outliers or duplicates were found. Therefore, the dataset is ready for the next steps
toward modeling.

4.6.2 One Hot Encoding:
One Hot Encoding is one of the important steps that should be applied on any dataset, in this step
the text values (string) would be converted into numeric since the machine learning algorithms do
not recognize these characters. The figure below shows the shape of the dataset after it was
converted using the One Hot Encoding technique.
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Figure 41: One Hot Encoding

4.6.3 Cross Validation:
This step will evaluate the selected algorithms that would be applied to the dataset, Cross validation
is a nice method to test these algorithms and get the best accuracy for several folds which will help
to select the best two and compare between them. The Cross-Validation divided the dataset into 5fold (5 samples). Every time it tests 4 samples and holds one sample, it repeats the process five
times and compares the accuracy for each fold to take the best.
The following figure shows the steps and the results of five selected models. Based on that, The
Random Forest and the Logistic Regression were chosen as the best models.
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Figure 42: Cross Validation

The Cross-Validation shows that the best two algorithms are Random Forest and Logistic
Regression.

4.6.4 Data split:
Before running the two algorithms on the dataset, the dataset of Danat Al Emarat Hospital should
be split into two sets, the train-set with 90% and the test-set with 10%. The train-set was increased
because of the small size of the total dataset.

Figure 43: Data split

4.6.5 Modeling:
Random Forest:
Random Forest is an algorithm used by machine learning, it can be used to solve a supervised
problem either classification or regression problems. It is commonly used to solve many problems.
The “Forest” refers to the number of Decision Trees that will be used to test the dataset, then it
will vote for the most frequent class. Random Forest can decide the number of trees and the depth
size as arguments added to the setting of the algorithm.
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Figure 44: The method of the Random Forest.

Logistic Regression:
Logistic Regression is another machine learning algorithm used to solve a classification problem,
while the regression problems are solved by Linear Regression. Instead of finding the continuous
value as the intercept of the x and y, the Logistic Regression classifies the class between 0 and 1.
If the class was close to 0 then it is in that class, or if it is close to 1, then it is in that class. The
logistic regression tests the accuracy depending on the maximum likelihood.

Figure 45: The method of Logistic Regression.
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The following figure shows the result of the two tested algorithms, the accuracy for the Random
Forest was 87.88% and the accuracy of the Logistic Regression was the same too.

Figure 46 : The accuracy comparison between Random Forest and Logistic Regression

The figure above shows the comparison of the two models, Random Forest and Logistic
Regression, both of them have the same accuracy. but Random Forest was selected because it can
come over the overfitting.

4.6.6 Model Tuning:
In this step, the arguments of the selected model were modified to increase the accuracy, so
changing the number of trees (n_estimators) to 50 trees, and set the depth of the tree to 10. As a
result, it got an accuracy of 90.24%, which is better than the first Random Forest algorithm.

Figure 47: Model Tuning
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4.6.7 Model Deployment:
After creating the model with the best accuracy, it became ready to be exported into a file with a
pickle extension, which allows the file to be deployed for the local servers and cloud services, the
following figure shows the expected page design where the model will be published.

Figure 48: The prediction page design.

4.7 Unified smart solution:
The core smart solution for this capstone is creating a unified contactless app that will gather
multiple services in one mobile app. This app is a data driven solution that will eliminate the usage
of tactile and traditional tools and increase the contactless interaction among people and services.
No more body contact or direct contact using hands, tactile devices, pens, logbooks and access
cards. The app will help the entities to collect data about the users who are interested in interacting
with them. Moreover, the entities will use this data to enhance their services and improve their
business model through contacting more data analysis to extract new insights and opportunities.
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4.7.1 Benefits:
This unified contactless app will support many services, it can be used to achieve our daily
commitments without using many different apps, one communication channel with targeted
feedback and support.
•

Access card.

•

Staff attendance.

•

Monitoring and tracking the location visitors.

•

Queue system.

•

A real customer satisfaction indicator.

•

With fast access, users will authenticate themselves in milliseconds.

•

Multipurpose Security system.

4.7.2 Users and Beneficiaries:
The contactless app will be available to serve all beneficiaries and social segments such as:
•

Governments.

•

Public sectors.

•

Private sectors.

•

Educational entities.

•

People (entity’s visitor)

•

Residences and hotels.

•

Healthcare entities.

4.7.3 App Functionality:
Creating Account: Users will download the app from the mobile store, then will create a new
account using their personal information, this information will be stored in the main database of
the app.
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User verification: The user should verify his email address and mobile number.
Using the App: the user will use the app to register his presence inside any entity by passing his
mobile device over the entity’s NFC tags or device. His information will be fetched into a sub
database related to that entity.
Entity’s NFC: It is either a tag or a device that will work as an identifier for the entity, it will
define the entity, based on that, the main user information will be pulled from the main database
into the entity sub database.
Main Database: It is the place where all the users’ information will be stored.
Entity Sub database: It is the place where the user information will be stored for the people who
are interested in the entity services and interact with the entity’s NFC tags.
Entity Dashboard and Interface: Each entity has its dashboard, it is the interface where the user
information will be displayed.
4.7.4 The Scenario Service Process:
The user will start the app journey by downloading the unified contactless app from the mobile
app store, then he will create his account (one-time process) and verify his email and mobile
number. When the user visits any each entity support the unified app, he will pass his mobile
device over the entity NFC, his information will be pulled from the main database of the app into
the entity sub database and will be displayed in the entity dashboard. The entity will use this
interface either to add more information about the user related to his needs or send messages and
feedback to the user through the app, also it can evaluate its services that were provided to the
user.
The following three figures show the whole service process of app function.
Cloud Service

Mobile and NFC Communication

Operation System
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Figure 49: The communication between the components
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Figure 50: The App’s service process diagram.
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Figure 51: The entity dashboard (interface).
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Chapter Five - Conclusion:

5.1 Conclusion
In summary of all work above, analyzing the three datasets help to prove very important facts
about the relationship between the prevention procedures and the impact of pandemics or the
spreading of any disease in the world. Moreover, it clarified how the social distance could help in
reducing the number of new Covide19 cases around the world.
The first dataset showed the importance of the stringency index which reflects the government
measures were taken in each country to mitigate and tackle the impact of the pandemic by
increasing the restrictions and the closures in the country and in contrast, the effectiveness of
reducing these measures. The second dataset helped to find a new ML solution to predict the risk
level for the medical staff in any healthcare entity. The third dataset was the fundamental one,
which led to creating a smart data driven App solution.
Finally, wasting data is one of the worst things that could destroy any business or limit the progress
of any entity, and using traditional and tactile tools miss the opportunity of the entity to collect
adequate and pure information about its client and business.

5.2 Recommendations:
The advantage of expecting the risk level will be utilized not only by the medical staff, but it can
be expanded to involve other industrial fields by adding more medical history records and
additional critical information.
Building the second solution through using the unified contactless App will datafy the entities and
convert them to data driven entities with the ability to manage every single information for their
consumers and use all the analytical tools to improve their business and get new insight about their
progress.
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5.3 Future Work:
Many works that should be done in the future to develop the solutions mentioned earlier in this
project. First, increasing the data size will help to increase the accuracy of the model. Also adding
more feature columns will enrich the dataset and expand the space of using this model. Second,
allowing other entities to insert new records into the dataset will increase the size of the dataset.
Third, to make sophisticated solutions, the machine learning model should be deployed in the
cloud service and integrate with machine learning tools supporting the real-time analysis.
Furthermore, it can add more new contactless services to the unified contactless mobile to support
the direction of the government and its approaches in social protection and prevention procedures
to increase healthcare consciousness and mitigate the diseases. Also, big data availability about
the customers and the services provided will help to understand how the customers interact with
these services and their satisfaction.
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